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Research and development is 
the key to a profitable breed-
ing programme. This is the 

basis of a profitable egg chain from 
the breeding company to the egg 
producer through the distributors. 
Breeding companies will have well-
defined breeding goals for their 
product portfolio to fit all markets 
and will do their utmost to achieve 
these goals. 

by Julien Fablet, 
Hendrix Genetics, France. 

www.hendrix-genetics.com 

This comes from an optimisation 
of all components of a breeding 
programme, from the use of state of 
the art technologies in terms of 
knowledge of DNA information but 
also data collection. Helped by the 
structure of the egg chain, improve-
ments can be amplified and spread 
to all. 

The basis of an efficient layer 
breeding programme 

The formula of genetic improve-
ment, whatever the trait and what-
ever the tools, is the following: 

To have the most efficient breed-
ing programme all parameters need 
to be optimised:  

 
l      : Selection intensity which is 
directly linked to the number of 
progeny per dam and sire. It is not 
exactly the selected portion but it is 
linked. Assuming a population of 
2,000 birds with a trait following a 
normal distribution like breaking 
strength and the breeding goal: 
increase breaking strength, selecting 
20 birds will be more efficient than 
selecting 200 birds. Indeed top 20 
birds have an average value of 
4,900g when the top 200 birds have 
an average value of 4,700g (Fig. 1). 

 
l         : Genetic variability, a popu-
lation with large variability has 
more chances to find extreme birds 
that match to the breeding goal 
than a population with low variabil-
ity. In Fig.2, blue and orange popula-
tions have the same size but the 
genetic standard deviation of the 
blue one is smaller than the orange 
one. There are more extreme birds 
in the orange population than in the 
blue one (Fig. 2). 

 
l        : Accuracy, the more data 
collected, the better the accuracy. 
Measured traits need to be the final 
breeding goal like egg weight or 
breaking strength. When real traits 
cannot be measured, a highly corre-
lated trait is monitored. To ensure 
high accuracy, traits also need to be 
measured in real circumstances. This 
is why most breeding companies are 

using pure line data (collected in 
pure line farms with ideal circum-
stances) but also in field test farms 
(progeny tests). Test environment is 
the one where birds will have to 
perform (housing system, sanitary 
pressure, different water and feed 
quality, different temperature and 
humidity). 
 
L: Generation interval. Genetic 
improvement is expressed only 
after selection and renewal and is 
expressed by time unit. All things 
being equal, the genetic improve-
ment doubles with a renewal every 
six months than a yearly renewal.  

New tool: genomic selection 

During the last 10 years geneticists 
in collaboration with research insti-
tutes worked on genomics (also 
called genome wide marker assisted 
selection) to increase the efficiency 
of breeding programmes.  

Based on a reference population 
with DNA markers (SNPs: single 
nucleotide polymorphisms) and 
phenotypic data, SNPs effects are 
estimated for each trait. When a 
candidate is genotyped the accu-
racy of it is breeding value increases 
due to the additional information 
coming from the genotype.  

Genotyping can be done as soon 
as cells with DNA can be collected. 
Accuracy can be increased from the 
first period of life, without impact-
ing generation interval. 

For example, to be accurate on 

egg shell colour, between 80-100 
weeks data would be collected on 
breeding candidates and sibs and 
then selection is done. This impacts 
directly generation interval that will 
dramatically increase. Breeding 
value estimation can be done with 
genomic selection as soon as geno-
types are analysed with a high accu-
racy.  

This is true especially for late 
traits compared to non-genomic 
selection. 

Due to crossing overs (exchange 
of genetic material between homol-
ogous chromosomes) and muta-
tions, the links between DNA 
markers and phenotype need to be 
re-evaluated on a regular basis. This 
is why phenotyping never stops and 
is still key in the selection process. 

How to profit from  
an efficient layer  
breeding programme

Continued on page 19

Fig. 1. The breaking strength distribution within a population of 2,000 
birds. 

Fig. 2. Breaking strength breeding values. The distribution of two popula-
tions of the same size with two different standard deviations.

From left to right – plate of 3,000 
SNPs (32 animals), plate of 60,000 
SNPs (12 animals), plate of 
650,000 SNPs (1 animal).
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Today some breeding companies 
are routinely using genomics. The 
most advanced ones use their own 
SNPs array that have been specially 
developed for their lines.  

Being specific, the SNPs array has 
a higher efficiency compared to the 
ones that use the referential panel 
which has not been developed for 
their own gene pool.  

There are also different sizes of 
SNPs chip, small ones few thou-
sands, middle ones around 50,000-
60,000 SNPs, big ones 650,000 
SNPs. Full sequencing can also be 
done. The smaller the SNP chip size. 
the lower the accuracy. 

As an example, during the first 
years of genomic selection imple-
mentation, the layer division of 
Hendrix Genetics used 3,000 SNPs 
with imputation (technique mimics 
a higher density SNPs chip from a 
low density SNPs chip) and 60,000 
SNPs specially developed.  

Now with the increasing number 
of genotypes and genotyping costs 
that have decreased, the 60,000 
SNPs is the minimum used knowing 
that some key birds could be geno-
typed with the 650,000 SNPs or 
even fully sequenced. 

High throughput  
phenotyping 

The main goal of the R&D depart-
ment of breeding companies is to 
develop new tools to make the 
breeding programme more efficient. 
Genomic selection is one tool but 
not the only one.  

Breeding companies are working 
on high throughput phenotyping. 
Indeed new technologies for  
phenotyping are now available like 
RFID, GPS chips, robot.  

Today, breeding companies are 
working on automatic nests. Such 
tools will bring additional informa-
tion on ovoposition time, time 
spent in the nest, and the number of 
visits. New breeding goals will be 
also developed. 

Automatic feed stations are also 

developed. A huge amount of data 
can be collected. The output of a 
feed station is shown in Fig. 3.   

The initial amount of feed in the 
feeder is 2,088g and the remaining 
part is 2,051g. The meal size was 37g 
and has been eaten in less than 200 
seconds. A peak represents each 
time that the bird is going in the 
feeder and the strength applied in 
the feeder.  

Tools that can increase the num-
ber of egg quality measurements are 
also under development.  

For example the layer division of 
Hendrix Genetics does more than 
15,000,000 measurements on a 
yearly basis, but not all eggs are 

measured. Today, breeding compa-
nies are thinking of doing even more 
measurements. 

Profit for the egg chain 

With all points mentioned above, 
breeding companies are able to 
deliver the best genetic solution to 
each market. The structure of the 
egg chain is really specific with high 
multiplication factors. 

Due to this structure the genetic 
improvement delivered by the 
breeding company will be amplified. 

For example, by improving the egg 
production at the pure line level of 

one egg of the four pure lines used 
in a commercial cross, the number 
of grandparent stock produced 
from pure lines increases and parent 
stock too. This brings one additional 
egg to at least 1,000,000 progenies 
at the commercial level.  

Around the world there are inde-
pendent test stations which com-
pare breeds. Some have been doing 
this for long time, which makes it 
possible to see the improvement of 
products over time.  

By comparing the 38th (2010-2012) 
and the 39th (2013-2015) of the 
North Carolina test (all cage sys-
tems at 69 weeks of age), we can 
see that the ISA Brown is laying 4.7 
eggs more per hen housed and live-
ability has increased by 2.6%.  

Also, FCR is improving from 2.11 in 
the 38th test to 1.99 in the 39th. This 
is of course the result of both 
genetics and management (P=G+E). 
At the end the difference between 
egg income and feed cost was $13.15 
in the 38th test and $19.59 in the 
39th test. 

This will improve the profit of the 
egg chain, and it is also good for the 
earth. The carbon footprint of egg 
production (which is already one of 
the lowest for animal protein) will 
become even lower.  

Conclusion 

Having an efficient breeding pro-
gramme is the ultimate goal of all 
breeding companies.  

This will be achieved by using the 
latest available tools and develop-
ing the future ones in both genetic 
and phenotypic components.  

All these developments will bring 
an additional genetic response to 
already known traits or will improve 
new traits under selection.  

Due to the organisation of the egg 
chain, this will be amplified and will 
bring profit to more than just the 
egg sector.  

Indeed, the earth will also benefit 
from the reduction of the carbon 
footprint due to the additional egg 
mass produced with less income. n
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Fig. 4. Overview of egg production supply chain (based on 90 weeks of 
age cycle).

Fig. 3. Feed box plus feed weight over time.
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